LIBERAL  REPUBLICANISM
equality where inequality has appeared as the result of wrong-
doing.
Why this insistence on justice as the basis of the social order ?
Do not solidarity and Liberal thought in general seem to
indicate some such principle as love or brotherhood as the
concomitant of liberty and equality ? No, says Renouvier; you
cannot build a social system on so subjective and transitory
an emotion as love : justice is the cardinal social virtue; love,
kindness, are but passions subject to alterations, to upheaval
even, where not controlled by reason : we are " kind " to our
inferiors, to animals, but justice is the real attitude of man to
man and as such superior to love,1 Be therefore on your guard
against religious systems which tend to place love as the basis
of society: however well-meaning, and even partially true,
religions are helpless as methods of social justice, for " they
take away from man all hope of realizing that very justice by
his own efforts." 2
Christianity, although Renouvier believes in it largely as
an explanation of human nature and of the ultimate purpose
of the universe,3 is included in this condemnation because " it
ignores right (le droif] and insists on love or charity " and in
its Catholic form it is particularly dangerous, for Catholicism
is the denial of individual moral autonomy and of political
freedom; it believes in theocracy, which is the very negation
of the " liberty of prophesying " on which Judaism really
rested, and " it must be stated beyond question that in religion,
in science, in letters, the Middle Ages subjected men to the
most complete system of heteronomy ever known in the West."
The Church, in fact, has so misused her freedom that, ideal
society as she would be in the state of peace, in the state of war
she cannot be left free, for there can be no rights for those who
want to set up tyranny: freedom for Catholicism is a delusion
and a snare; "it is the duty of the State to fight those organized
1	Science de la Morale, i., p. 143. Cf. Proudhon's similar view of justice,
p. 289 supra.
2	Critique fhilosophi^ue, 1873, "•» P- 5^-
3	Originally a rationalist, Renouvier gradually moved nearer and nearer
to Christianity. His last work, Le Personalisme, is virtually a philosophical
apology for a broad Protestant evangelicalism.

